Testimonials - Students
‘I loved Numberella. It was a brilliantly fun and
educational game. It was nice, because it let me
challenge myself, and you had to be quick and
witty. It was educational because it lets you stretch
your knowledge, and test your maths skills. It was
fun as well because it let me collaborate and get to
know people I wasn’t so familiar with.’
Jennifer Year 5
‘I really liked the game because I like the way that
its kind of an educational game and fun at the
same time. For people who don’t like school: after
this, I think those people would like the game, but it
is still learning.’ 4.5 / 5
Isaac / Ash Year 5
‘I liked that the game was educational and fun, it
really made you stretch your brain. It tests how fast
your reaction is. It was fun because its an easy
challenge and it helps you with your mental maths.’
4.5/5
Lekai Year 5
‘I liked it very much. Really fun for children who
want to learn about maths. I like that it was
educational, different types of maths for different
skills. The reason for it being fun is its based off
suspense. You don’t know what you’re going to
get.’

Anon Year 5
‘I liked the game because its good for children to
learn to add, subtract, times and divide mentally, so
they learn quicker and it can be useful for SATS
and exams and tests so they find it easy. ‘
Amy C
‘Numberella is a fantastic fun and exciting game. I
would say that ages from 8 and above can play.
Alex was fantastic and clever to invent this game.
Numberella is fantastic because it is interactive
easy and it is an easy way to learn which also helps
teachers in many ways.’
Myriam Year 5
I love the game because the maths is really fun. I
wish that we could play it for Math every day, it is
soooo fun.’
Anna, Year 5
I loved the game because it was fun and
educational and it includes a handful of things such
as knowledge, learning and suspense. Also when
you have the cards they are at different levels so
even years 3 or 4 could play too. ‘
Aayishi ,Year 5

The reason I like this game is because it is
educational and fun and children would play
Numberella for a long time. The game is unique and
is educational because it has a lot of maths on one
card.’
Aaron, Year 5
I like that what you would get was a mystery and
you never know how many coins you would get, not
to mention the fortune cards. You would never
know whether you would get Miss A Go, Jin Genie,
Ronnie Resist or Harry Hijack!
Anon, Year 5
I really enjoyed Numberella, because its
educational, but its fun! It stretches your brain and if
you’re not that good at maths you can get better at
maths! I personally enjoyed the tension when you
are put on the spot.’
Anon, Year 5
I liked the game, because not only is it educational,
but it is fun at the same time! It has all sorts of
questions like times tables, reasoning questions
and divided by questions. I also like that its not like
the games at the shop and its really addicting.’
Anon Year 5 and my friends and it really helps you
with your times tables.

Anon Year 5
Numberella is a fun but educational game, it would
be good to have in schools so children can have fun
while playing Numberella and learn new things in
the topic of maths.
Sufyaa, Year 5
‘I liked it because it is exciting and you have to
answer maths questions, and the game has cool
characters like Harry Hijack.’
Ryan Year 5
Wow! I love this maths game because most
students will say maths is boring but with this game
it makes maths fun so its educational and fun at the
same time and when you are rolling the dice you
never know what you will get so it makes it
challenging and I like how unique and fun it is. I
definitely recommend it in schools and as a game
you can play at home.’
D’Shane, Year 5
‘I like the game because its educational and when
you can’t be bothered to do something educational
you can use Numberella.’
Maia, Year 5

‘I thought it could help you with Maths, I have never
seen a game like this in a shop – I think it will be a
good game for the school to play, everyone enjoyed
it.’
Luke Year 5
‘I thought it was very exciting, fun and educational.
It was educational because it was part of maths and
t made me learn a lot / it helps you. It was fun
because it created suspense because you didn’t
know what you were going to roll and you had no
idea what type of question might be in the card.’
Freddie, Year 5
This gae is very fun. Although it is related to maths
it is surprisingly fascinating. I don’t think you would
find aything like this at th store, so I think the word
to describe this is unique.’
Anon Year 5
I loved the game because it is very educational and
things you find hard in the game means you know
you need to practse it.’
Eden
Testimonials - Teachers
Teacher Feedback

“I played it just today with some second graders.
They loved it!”
Heidi Long, Whitfield, Georgia
“We love playing Numberella!”
Katie Buckley, Le Roy, Illinois
“It’s great! My Kids love it!”
Candice Raines, Oklahoma
“Numberella has gone really well thanks, it has
begun to help the quick recall of
mental mathematics which has been an aim of ours
as a school. It is also
making the children 'think outside the box' and do
maths for a reason/with
purpose with a competitive element, which has
given them added reason to
remember and work on their maths techniques.”
Andrew Green, Misterton Primary, Lincolnshire,
England
It has has a positive impact on the children
and they really like the competition aspect of the
game. It is also giving them a
bit more confidence in maths as it feels more like a
game.
Beverly Lau, Leopold Green School

I have been trialling the game with success in
school. I started with year 5 but
am now opening it out to other year groups. I will let
you have some feedback
from the children in the next few weeks.
Sue Bailey, Ashville College Harrogate
Not sure if she has entered the league but I know
children are introducing it to
the whole school tomorrow in assembly we
are going to video it! Will send it
over if we can then
clubs are running at lunch and also they are keen to
involve themselves with challenge time the
Year 4s who are the numberella
champions love it!
Dawn Hallybone, Deputy Head, Oakdale Junior
School
“She ( the TA) said the children are engaged and
are enjoying it and she is definitely seeing
improvements in their mental maths and speed in
her sessions…”
Kimberley Alabelda, Deputy Head, Boston Witham
Academies

